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AUSTRALIAN TEAM i n s of m n a “WRANGLER”
TO M ET GRIZZLY KENT FINALS II10IINGED MAKES DEBUT
FORENSIC ARTISTS

ART STUDENTS 1SUCCESSFUL GHEATEfiS
CONDUCT DRIVE STUDIED BY PROFESSOR

Mrs. Edith R. Weidman and David First Issue
Williams Will Represent State

of L a t e s t
Painting by Col. Paxson H. C. Brownell Used Cribbers As
Lab. Specimens.
Campus Publication
To Be Purchased for
Is Distributed.
University.
Hamilton, N. Y., Oct. 23.—(IP)— Casts of Production to Be
University Faculty Mem Dean of Music Is Compos

Mrs. Edith R. Weidman, No. 6,
of Livingston, and David T. Wil
A college professor has distin
ber Honored by Educa
Given This Quarter
er of World Known
liams, No. 2; Roundup, baritone,
The first issue of the Montana
Clifford Rledell of the University guished himself by finding a use
won the Montana championship in
tion
Association.
for the cribber.
Songs.
Are Experienced.
Wrangler
appeared
on
the
campus
Art
department
will
conduct
a
drive
the state finals of the Atwater
Unknown to themselves, 30 suc
during the coming week to raise
Kent contest, which was sung over last Wednesday. It is a paper ded W. P. Clark, Professor of Latin
cessful cheaters at Colgate univer
icated
primarily
to
discussion
and
funds
for
the
purchase
of
one
of
Tryouts for the State University Station KUOM at the University of
Masquers’ homecoming produc
DeLoss Smith, Dean of the School
student opinion. The next issue- and Greek, presided at the meeting of Music, has been elected an hon Colonel Paxson’s paintings. Stud sity were studied by Professor H. tion, “Shall We Joijn the Ladies?”
debating squad will be held in the Montana, October 18.
of the Foreign Language section of
C. Brownell, and used as laboratory
Little Theatre Monday afternoon,
orary member of the Advising ents and faculty members will l>e specimens, showing the mental and and “Wife to a Famous Man,” will
The two Montana winners are en will be out in about two weeks.
the
Western
Montana
Education
Townspeople, students, faculty
expected to help in this purchase.
November 12, from 2 to 5. Four- titled, as guests of the Foundation,
feature a veteran cast Even the
Association held in the Missoula Board of the National Board of |
emotional traits of college men who
“Memoirs of local artists such as
Freshmen In the group have had
minute speeches with rebuttals of to sing over Station KPO, San i and any people over the state that County High School Friday after Music, New York.
cheat at examinations—and get
are
interested
in
the
University
are
[
Paxson
and
Russell
should
certain
three minutes will be allowed each Francisco, November 12 when con
wide experience in high school the
The function and purpose of the I
noon. Harry S. Cannon, head of the
away with i t
atres.
candidate. The proposition for the testants representing Rocky Moun asked to contribute to the publics-1 department of Modern Languages at Board Is mainly to encourage, de ly find tf place in the educational
Information about the 30 was ob
tryouts is, “Resolved, that the Hon tain and Pacific states will compete tlon.
William Schleder, who plays the
velop, foster, cultivate and promote circle of their home state,” said tained by underground and unof
“This will not be a paper in Monta State College and chairman |
Professor Riedell.
or System Should be Established at In semifinals for a chance to repre
part of the host In the one act inysof the Foreign Language section musical activity, musical educa
ficial channels, Professor Brownell
which
to
air
your
pet
grieves
and
Montana State University.” Frank sent this part of the country in na
tion and a greater love and apprec It was Paxson and Russell who states in reporting his investiga tery play, “Shall We Join the
was
nnable
to
attend,
and
asked
Murray, law professor, and E. L. tional finals to be sung in New York hates,” said Liz Maury, co-editor. Professor Clark to take his place.
iation for music. Josef Hoffman laid down the history of Montana tion. None of the cheaters was Ladies?” by Barrie has the difficult
“We are pleased with the response
Freeman, profressor in the English December 16.
Mrs. A. H. Welsberg, instructor in is one of the outstanding members in black and white. Only the caught even by a severe proctoring role of a middle aged English
department, have been asked to as
gentleman who has hounded the
Mrs. Weidman, 25, is employed that we have received from the Foreign Languages at the Univer of the board.
State of Montana can boast of hav system.
sist the debate coach in judging the as a bookkeeper and sings in the campus, both in criticism and con sity, addressed the meeting on “New
murderer of his brother fdr more
ing its early history recorded ir
To University in 1913
Eighty per cent of the group were
tryouts.
than two years. In this play he
Livingston Congregational choir. tributions. We expect our next is Types of Language Tests”.
such vivid form.
DeLoss
Smith
came
to
the
Univer
found to be more psychoneurotic,
sue to have more life than this one
Certain interested faculty mem or emotionally unstable than the has assembled all those suspected
The object of these section meet sity in 1913. His alma mater was
A splendid debate program is in She attended the Park County high did.”
of
the crime and. watches their ef
school.
Williams,
a
native
of
bers
have
advanced
the
idea
of
buy
ings,
according
to
Professor
Clark,
prospect. On the home campus the
Eureka College, Eureka, Illinois;
campus average. More than half
About 250 copies of the first issue
season will open the first week in [Wales, has been in the United have been sold, along with several is to develop co-operation and mu from there he went to Holton, ing the Paxson studio which *is fell below the college average In forts to fasten the guilt on each
other
with cruel satisfaction. The
States
less
than
a
year.
He
is
a
located at 611 Stevens avenue. intelligence, and the majority be
December with a debate between
subscriptions for the year. Sup- tual understandlilg among instruc Kansas. Next, he spent two years
Montana and Idaho. The teams will student in the Polytechnic Institute Scriptions should be sent in to Fred tors in Foreign Languages, and to at the Metropolitan School of Music Professor Riedell is now making longed to the type known as psy sly, crafty character is an unusual
role
and
is played with fine assur
at
Billings,
and
sings
in
the
Poly
bring to them the problems con at. Minneapolis and from there went preparations for its purchase. The chological extroverts—that is, good,
match wits upon a question which
Ironsides, business manager.
fronting them as a group.
should be of popular Interest: “Re technic Chorus and Pilgrim Choral
to Chicago' where he took charge of studio will be moved to the Univer social mixers and more inclined to ance by Schleder. He is a graduate
of the Macphail school of drama, in
Professor Clark presented a new the music in the People’s Institute sity campus.
solved, that the Plea of Insanity as Club. He is 23 years of age.
activity than thinking.
Minneapolis, and has had a great
Ten finalists—five boys and five
idea at this meeting. He advocates for three years. While in Chicago,
a Defense in a Criminal Trial
“Contrasted with the student
deal of experience
girls—representing the five dis
the substitution, in the seventh and he continued his voice studies with
Should be Abolished.”
body the cribber becomes a psycho
Other Parts
tricts into which the United States
eighth grades, of the study of L. A. Phelps and also sang second
logical ‘type’,” Professor Brownell
Australian Team
The other parts in the play, the
as a whole is divided, will compete
Latin, French or Spanish for Eng tenor in Mendelssohn’s Glee Club,
concludes. “His low intelligence
In the first weeks of January a in the national finals when cash
guests
at
the
house party, are of
lish grammar, in the case of apt an organization made up of pro
may make cheating somewhat of a
three-man debate team from Sid prizes aggregating $17,500, music
about equal importance. Those in
and ambitious students.
fessional musicians, considered one
necessity. His extroversion may
ney, Australia, will meet the rep conservatory scholarship and spec
the cast who, have had parts in
“This plan could be used very of the finest male choruses in the
operate to further this. His emo
resentatives of the University in ial decorations will be awarded.
former Masquer productions are:
well,” said Mr. Clark, “if these sub world. After this, Professor Smith
tional instability mak make it
what promises to be one of the
Claire Francis Linforth, whose
National finals will be broadcast
jects were made a privelege instead went to New York and spent five
easier for the spirit to succumb un
major debating events of the year. over a countrywide network of sta
work in “What Every Woman
of a punishment The privelege of years of study under John Dennas
der the two-fold necessity.”
The English-style of debate is pop tions by the National Broadcasting
Knows” as the English society
taking these languages would be Mehan and at the same time taught
More than half the college cheat vamp, Lady Sybil, will be remem
ular, and while Montana will not company and the voices of the con Sororities and Halls Draw extended only to those students who
Tone Production and Interpretation
ing would be eliminated if this psy
resort to an imitation of the Oxon testants will be judged exclusively
For Places on Stunt
made high marks in intelligence at Columbia University.
Jerry Wilson Makes Per chological type could be eliminated, bered.
ian methods in all contests, they by a board of judges.
tests
and
who
showed
willingness
to
Phillip Duncan played the Judge
Program.
according to Professor Brownell.
Published Many Songs
fect Score in Elimina
will be ready on this occasion to
venture intto the study of Foreign
In “Revisor,” the Russian produc
Professor Smith has published
meet the Englishmen .on their own
tion Match.
Languages.”
tion
of last spring, and also played
between 450 and 500 songs. His
ground.
Faculty women of the University
Professor Clark was elected
the Judge in “Pierre Patelin,” the
have been asked to put on a Little chairman of the Foreign Language outstanding sacred songs are
old
French farce presented last
In February the State University
"Crowning Him King of Kings”
Elimination matches held during
Theater stunt for the Co-ed Prom section for the coming year.
year a t track meet
of Wyoming will send a contingent
which has been used in all the the last two weeks by co-eds com
this
year,
as
the
other
.groups
of,
Rhea Traver, Montana's beauty
against Montana. In March or
English speaking countries in the peting for the Girls’ Rifle team
women on the campus do.
queen, has played in “Pirates of
April, if negotiations now under
world and which Billy Sunday used brings out some of the best scores
Until several years ago it was a
Penzance” and “The Groove.” Her
way are completed, a team .from
ever
made
by
University
women.
—POLK
as a campaign song; “Consider the
work in the latter play was particu
Stanford University will come to Candidate Talks Politics Be- custom for the faculty women to
Lilies” ; “The Publican” and “Tlie The women’s rifle team, sponsored
put on a stunt for the Prom, but
fore Delegation o f
larly fine.
Missoula. The Stanford team is
Good Shepherd.” He has also pub by the R. O. T. C., will be com Enrollment in College League
for
some
unknown
reason,
they
dis
Student
Voters.
making a tour this year, meeting d
Harold Fitzgerald played one of
F or A lfred E. Smith
lished a Series of very popular mus posed of ten girls who make the
continued the practice. Ethel Pat
number of Universities on the Coapt
the three brothers in “What Every
Is Growing.
ical recitations or encores, the out highest score. The girls who make
Herbert
Hoover,
Republican ton, general manager of the Prom,
and in the Northwest.
Woman Knows” and a village mer
standing
of
which
a
re
:
“My
Treas
the
best
score
will
compete
for
the
presidential candidate, recently had has been trying to arouse their in First Meeting Held Last Evening in ure,” “Was But Isn’t,” “Retribu C. H. McLeod trophy on November
Final Home Contest
Students representing more than chant in “Revisor.”
occasion to address a number of terest in it again this year, and has
Blue Parrot Tea Room.
tion,” “The Secreta” and “Bills and 9.
The Spanish comedy, “Wife to a
300 colleges and universities have
As a final number on the pro college voters when a group of col asked Mary Laux, head of the phys
Troubles.”
One
of
his
recent
songs
enrolled
in the College League for Famous Man,” has a smaller cast
gram of borne contests it is hoped
At the beginning of the fall quart
lege students, who are casting their ical education department, to take
More than fifty students are now is composed to a poem written by er 70 girls started firing. Firing Alfred E. Smith, Frank L Polk, than the one act play. Dorothy
that a debate between the State
charge
of
the
act,
should
it
impress
first ballots this year, visited him.
taking advantage of the opportun Edward Vance Cook.
College at Bozeman and the Univer
in elimination matches, 30 girls under Secretary of State in the Jordan who plays the title role has
“I am very glad you have come the faculty women favorably.
ity afforded them by the Spanish
sity can be staged. As an alteraa
First Concert Lecture
have made a score which will en Wilson administration and head of had many roles in Little Theatre
The stunts, thirteen in all, will
to see me,” said Mr. Hoover. “The
Interest
group
to
improve
the
flu
tive to a dual, debate, however, it
The first Concert Lecture Course able them to compete for the score the league announces. Miss Ger productions. She will be remem
decision as to the party with which begin in the Little Theatre at 7 :45 ency of their Spanish.
has been proposed that a semi-ex
In
Missoula
was
started
by
Profes
which will bring them among the trude Ely, a trustee of Bryn Maur, bered in “The Bad Man,” “Chanteyou would ally yourselves in your on the night of the Prom, November
The first meeting of the group sor Smith. He brought the Xe«v first ten.
who is in charge of women’s ac cler,” “The Thirteenth Chair” and
temporaneous speaking contest be
first vote is one of the most import 10. Three minutes will be allowed1was held last night at the Blue
held. Three men from each insti
York Symphony orchestra, directed
The following 30 girls have made tivities for the league, reports the “Butter and Egg Man.” She plays
for each stunt, and any which takes
tution would participate; the gen ant decisions in your life. It is one longer will be disqualified. Rep Paarrot tea room.
by Walter Damrosch, Paveloa and the best score: Jerry Wilson, 100; enrollment has been heavy among Marianna, the wife of a famous
which you should approach by con
Miss Elsie Eminger, who is spon company, Madam Schumann-Heink,
aviator who has become the idol of
eral subject would be announced
Evelyn Blnmenthal, 99; Iona Lake, college women.
resentatives of the different groups
two months or so before hand and sideration of the fundamental on the campus drew for places on soring the “Spanish Tables” says the French Military band which 98; Evelyn Kuehn, 98; Annie Stew
Student members of the league the hour by winning an air race.
things
for
which
parties
stand.
The
that these meetings will be held was touring the United States dur
the specific topic named only two
are In many cases assisting county She supports her husband after
art,
97;
Edna
Kuhl,
96;
Betty
Dan
the
program
at
the
AWS
meeting
hours| before the contest. Each Republican party over these many Monday afternoon, and as a result, every evening at the Blue Parrot, ing the war and any number of iels, 96; Vivian Allman, 96; Mary committees as speakers and work their marriage by running a public
speaker would be allowed to choose years has been the party of pros the acts will be presented as fol with the exception of Saturday and lesser attractions.
Wilson, 95; Ruth Bernier, 95; Vir ers, Mr. Polk, says. Dwight Mor laundry. She has all the sturdy
Sunday.
either side of the question and an perity and progress.
The Warriors, the new Univer ginia Dyer, 95; Ruth Johnson, 95: row, Jr., son of the ambassador to virtues of the working woman.
“You are all young: You are lows : Alpha Chi Omega, North
Miss Cecile Sughrue will assist
award would be made to the indi
Hall, Alpha Phi, Corbin Hall, I
sity song, composed by Professor Gertrude Schauer, 94; Alvira Haw Mexico, is active in the Smith club Sierra characterizes her thus, “She
vidual who best presented his therefore active—and the Republi Kappa Delta, Sigma Kappa, Fac Miss Eminger on Monday, Tuesday, Smith, has become so popular with kins, 94; Jean Stellar, 94; Gladys at Amherst in helping Democratic has the honesty and good sense, the
sturdy charm, the self-forgetful
views. Such a contest as the one can party has always been the ulty, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Zeta and Friday evenings, Mr. and Mrs. the students that all the sororities, Steven, 93; Elsie Ferrell, 93; Elaine committees in Massachusetts.
proposed would provide an escape party of action, action for the bene Chi, Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta j Paul Bischoff will be in attendance fraternities aud halls have request Vinal, 93; Francis Erickson, 93;
The league maintains a speakers’ ness, the generous heart, the just
fit
of
the
country
at
large
without
on
Thursdays,
and
Professor
B.
E.
from conventional debate procedure
Gamma, Delta Delta Delta, and j
Elizabeth Schuriger, 91; Dorothy bureau, Mr. Polk points out, that mind, that go to make that admir
ed copies from him.
Thomas on Wednesdays.
and heavy drill-prepared speeches. regard to sectional or to special Alpha XI Delta.
Tupper, 90; Virginia Sellwin, 90; is ready to supply college rallies able thing, unspoiled, sound as a
interest.
The minimum number allowed at
Catherine Ulmer, 89; Rhea Traver, with speakers of national promin ripe nut, sweet but not too sweet,
Off-Campus Debates
“Although you are young your
the table is ten, and It is expected
88; Catherine McCann, 85; Carol ence. Clubs at all the big univer Manolo, as we call her; the work
The off-campus debates present a vision will grow broader than the
th at there will usually be between
Griffith,
84; Muriel Ralph, 84; Jean sities are planning rallies before ing woman of our Madrid. Her
no less attractive program than that older generation because you have
twelve and twenty In attendance.
heart’s in the right place and her
Rotering, 84; Constance Spokely, election day.
offered at home. During the first the benefit of their experience.”
The group has a special table.1
head’s not far from it. She walks
83; and Una Randall, 81.
week of December, a Montana State
with parlor priveleges, and Span-j
through the muddy street keeping
University two-man team will meet
ish signs and verse decorate the I
her shoes so spotless. How on
Idaho, Spokane University. Gonwalls.
earth does she do it? Well, her
zaga, and Washington State Col
soul is as bright.”
University Symphony orchestra
lege. During the spring quarter an
Lennes W ill Talk on Smith;
has been organized for the year and
Freshman Plays Lead
other team will Journey to the
H oov er Discussed b y
the personnel is as follows:
Calvert Simons, freshman, plays
Coftst in order to meet British Co
Bateman.
First
violins:
Alton
Bloom,
Conthe
lead,
the famous man. He is
lumbia, Washington, Oregon, and
certmaSter; Russell Watson, Inez
a sort of Lindbergh who has just
Reed College. These trips will be
Members of the University Club
The American Association of Uni
I
Ian
nos,
Harriet
MacPherson,
Em
won
an
air
race, lie is dashing,
Alpha Kappa Psi Invites All of Western Montana are planning
All freshman and sophomore versity Professors will have their
practically self-supporting inasmuch
ma Neffher, Virginia Muckier, For
handsome, a lady’s man. All his
Students to Hear Rail
as each school visited will pay a grievances will be laid aside on first meeting of the year Friday
a Dut<*h luncheon which will be
rest Schini, Helen Haas, Mrs. R.
life be has been supported by wom
road Specialist.
substantial cash honorarium. Plans | November 2 when the Sophomores night, November 2, at the Green
Meld at the Chimney Corner Tea
en, first his mother and then his
New members of the faculty of Gwlnn. Second violins; Mrs. Louise
tentative in nature are drawn for a hold their annual dance in honor of Lantern. Supper will be served at
Rooms on the evening of November
wife. Every one concerned finds
the freshmen, at Elite hall. It has 6 :45. At this meeting, officers will the State University will be enter Arnoldson, Harold Christiansen,
tour into California.
L. A. Campbell, agricultural 6.
Jean
Smith,
Pauline
Ritchey,
Hu
this a charming arrangement, quite
tained
at
a
reception
and
dinner
at
been an annual tradition of the be elected.
Professor Shallenberger of the
marketing agent for the Northern
As an activity,' debate at the
Sophomore class to give the year Professor Bateman of the Univer Corbin hall, Saturday, November 3. bert Lembke, Virginia Wilcox, Mrs. Pacific railroad in this district, will University physics department will as it should be. He was a bull
State University is in a prosperous
lings a dance, and the honor is later sity will give a talk on the person This Is an annual all-faculty Edward Little. Viola, Grace Gwinn. be the speaker at a general meeting install a radio set for the occasion fighter once, until & bull threw him
condition. Representative men for
out of the arena, when he took to
event. The reception will begin at Cello: Doris Merriam, Ruth Rledell.
returned by the freshmen.
al, educational and political quail-!
of business administration students in order that the election returns
the student body have shown a
Tickets will be on sale this week fications of Herbert Hoover. Pro 6:15 and the dinner at 7 o’clock. Bass; Cdrtls Barnes, Mrs. Weis- Wednesday night at 7:30 p. m., in may be gotten daring the course of airplanes.
hearty support of debate, and with
berg.
Flute:
Duane
Calrnes.
Clar
Irene Murphy plays the hero's
Miss
Anna
Rummel
is
in
charge
of
to all University students. Fresh fessor Lennes of the mathematics
the accounting room,- Craig hall. the evening.
the establishment of Delta Sigma
mother. She has apeared in “Goose
men may obtain their compliment department will uphold the same dinner tickets whicn are $1. Fac inet; Bruce Aikens, Ben Fitch. Mr. Campbell, whose talk will deal
Membership in the University
Rho, national debating fraternity,
Cornet:
Faye
Couey,
Eldon
Coney.
Hangs
High,” “Riders to to Sea,”
ulty
members
are
urged
to
make
ary tickets Thursday and Friday qualities for Governor Al Smith.
Club of Montana is open to all who and a woman of the town in “Re
on the campus, and with the Debate
reservations by 5 o’clock Tuesday Trombone: Clarence Swearingen, with his own line of business, is the
from Sophomores stationed lp Main
“Membership to the American afternboii.
first of three prominent speakers have completed a course of study visor.” .
Union thrown open to all students,
George
Blake.
Piano:
Lowndes
hall.
Association of University jprofeswho will address a series of meet from some institution of higher
the activity enjoys a comparatively
Radcllffe Maxey who plays the •
The class in Institutional Cook Maury, Jr.
ings sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, learning.
secure position among those inter The dance is in charge of a com sors is open to any one who has had
heroine's father, Senor Ramon, is
ery will help with the preparation
mittee
appointed
by
President
Der
three
years
of
teaching
experience,”
national honorary business admin At this meeting, officers will be a freshman. Ho plays the* pompbus
ests in which the students can make
of
the
dinner.
istration fraternity. All business chosen for the coming year.
a profitable investment of time and ringer. Members of the committee said Professor Severy, secretary of
Members of W A A
old fool who Is always bragging
administration students are urged
energy. Perhaps it is not too much are Ruth Thorsen, Lucille Smith, the association.
about something. Maxey is from
Will Have Club Pins to come and hear Mr. Campbell’s
Merriam Reviews
to say that it would be difficult to John Woodcock, Virgil Lockridge.
Professor Scheuch
the New Mexico Military Institute.
talk, as it is in line with work go
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, CATHERINE CALDRER
name an activity which falls in so
Book at Colloquim W. A. A. held a short business ing on in the department now.
Returns From East Marian Shaw,' who plays Julietta,
well with the purpose of a public Gdorge Adams, and Robert Hendon.
SECURES POSITION
the Spanish vamp, is a new student.
meeting last Thursday evening in
institution in combining an acad Dean and Mrs. Burley Miller, and
Catherine Calder of Laurel who
Prof. H. G. Merriam of the Eng the Women’s gymnasium. A com
Professor F. C. Scheuch, head of Julietta tries to steal the hero from
emic training with an attitude of Dean Harriet Hankin Sedman will was graduated with the class of *28 lish department reviewed Mark Sul
the Foreign Language department, his long suffering wife but retreats
mittee was appointed to pick a pin
Law
students
at
the
University
mind which leads the student to do chaperone the dance.
in the department of journalism livan’s book entitled “America Find for members of W. A. A. It was of Nebraska will attend the foot resumed charge of his classes Fri before Marianna’s anger.
his own work and to find a margin
It will be an informal program has recently secured the position of ing Herself” at a colloquium meet decided that W. A. A. should sub ball games in a body this year, day morning. He atttended the
These plays will be a feature of
of time for interest in questions of dance with music furnished by Tom society editor on the Billings ing held in the Home Economics
scribe to the magazine “Women’s wearing black derbies and carrying Grand Council of the Sigma Chi homecoming, the last performance
civic nature.
Sheridan's Big Tfcri orchestra.
Gazette.
being
Saturday, November 17.
laboratory Wednesday afternoon.
fraternity in Chicago, last week.
|
Sports.”
canes.

University Debate Tryouts
In Little Theatre
November 12.

GILRS’ RIFLE TEAM
WILL COMPETE FOR
C.H.M'LEOD TROPHY

HOOVER HAS
VISIT W I T H
COLLEGE MEN

iSOPHOMOREHOP
IS FRIDAY NIGHT

300 SCHOOLS
ENROLLED IN
SMITH GROUP

I STUDENTS ENROLL
FOR SPANISH T I E S

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA ORGANIZED

American Asso.
Of Professors
Will Meet Nov. 1

NEW FACULTY MEIUBERS
TO BE ENTERTAINED

L. A. Campbell
To Speak Before
Business Frat

UNIVERSITY CLUB PUNS
DUTCH LUNCH NOV. 6

K A IM IN

Page T wo
T h e M o n ta n a K a im in
Published uvmi-mwkfv bv the Associated
Htodent* f the University of Montana
Entered as isrond-class matter at Miseoala,
Montan i ( under act of Congress ot
' March 3, 1879.
Subeei Iptlon price $2.50 per year
Member Intercollegiate Press _____________
FRANK BRtr p t o ________________ EDITOR
........ Associate Editor
....Associate Editor
.......Society Editor
D«>h ttMilinr____ _________Exchange Editor
Jtmee Brown ___, _____ _______ Sports Editor
William Craw >orj ..... - 1 ____ Assistant Sports
.... Assistant Sports
Dutch Corbly

DOUGLASS H. THOMAS -...Business Manager
___ Circulation Manager
Ronald Miller

M o n ta n a's W ran g ler
T IS interesting to observe the campus
reaction to the new publication, The
Montana Wrangler. Avowedly it is a
discussion magazine. The editors “ have
envisioned a vehicle for the publication of
opinion on all subjects with only one pro
vision—that the opinion show thought and
not mere prejudice.”
It is well known that there are enough
“ gripes” extant on the campus to fill
many volumes of discussion.
Theso
gripes, so-called, may be more or less acri
monious, but underneath is usually a real
point of grievance. The Wranglet can, if
it chooses, serve to uncover these points
of friction, but to do so it must not be too
wary of “ prejudice.” Personal opinion
has aftor all a high per cent of prejudice.
It may be wrong, it may be -right, but so
long as it is honest and thoughtful it is
worthy of consideration.

I

You have been invited by the board of
editors of The Wrangler to lay your cards
on the table. Supposing you don’t like
the first issue. Supposing you consider
it a mere congeries of inanities—a rabbit
scuttling to a good safe hedge-row—why
not tell the editors about itt And inci
dentally remember that there are many
rabbits lurking on the campus that would
be the better for some expert target prac
tice. The open season is on. Shoot.
S. M.

Book Reviews
“LRNIN—THIRTY YEARS OF
RUSSIA”
By Valerui Marcu
The McMillan Co.. New York. $5.00
Many men are fired by an idea
but few are acually and physically
consumed by It. With Yaldimir
IlyItch Ulianov or Nicolai Lenin, as
the world know him, the idea of a
proletarian ruled world was a vis
ion, the perfect articulation of
which he paid for with mind and
body.
In his home, suffering for Rus
sian freedom became a heritage,
end to Lenin a religion. In his own
family Lenin had a martyr. His
brothor Alexander Ulianov was
hanged March 8, 1887, in the court
yard of the Schluselbnrg prison be
cause of his participation in the
attempted assassination of the tsar.
But Lenin was no super-emotional
xealot. Hfe zeal was for figures,
statistics and the practical. In his
approach to the solution of the Rus
sian problem, from the very begin
ning he felt the need and exercise,
as criterion for each of his theories
the test of practicability. So much |
was ho obsessed with this latter
that he almost believed that his
system could produce a scientific
truth.

Rhodes Scholarships.

Society

LTHOUGH the benefits from cul
tural travel and instruction offered
by Bhodcs scholarships to Oxford
university, England, are unlimited, few
students from Indiana university have
made application for appointment. An
opportunity to study at an institution
famous for twelve centuries should not be
so lightly over-looked.
The dissolved nunnery of St. Frideswyde and Oseny abbey is believed to be
the nucleus about which the university
was built on the Thames river, sixty miles
from London, early in the eighth century.
Of the many colleges comprising Oxford,
University college, Balliol, founded by the
father of the Scottish king of the same
name, and Merton were the first, estab
lished in the thirteenth century. Merton
was the first educational institutional in
stitution in the world to train the layman,
as well as clergy. Christ college, also a
part of Oxford, is famous for having sev
eral of the original buildings, built by
Wolsey and Henry VIII, in 1525, the great
bell, “ Tom,” dedicated to St. Thomas of
Canterbury, and an impressive list of Eng
lishmen as former students. The cultural
environment is regarded as Oxford’s
greatest asset.
Proficiency in sports is one of the es
sentials in winning a Ehodes scholarship
as athletics play an important part in the
English educational system. Rowing is re
garded as more important than football
or cricket and the boating season runs al
most unchecked throughout the year. A
Harvard Rhodes scholar was amazed when
the order for him to learn to row came
from his gray-bearded tutor. The boy ex
plained he had tried rowing with poor suc
cess at Harvard and had been asked to quit.
The tutor insisted the student should mas
ter the art, explaining that rowing was an
intimate part of college life and not the
toil of a chosen few, in England.
This
broad attitude toward college athletics has
won the praise of many United States
scholars who were trained abroad.
By careful planning, the Rhodes scholar
ship stipend of $2,000 a year for three
years is sufficient to attend Oxford. As
only 32 students are selected each year,
Indiana will not have another representa
tive for two years, after the appointment
is made from this state, December 6.—In
diana Daily Student.

fo u r O'clock Tea

A

or even of Lenin and his work. One
puts the book down with a feeling
that here Is a man who honestly
gave himself, and all of himself to
what he believed to be a great pur
pose. The value of this book does
not lie iu biography. It lies more
in the documentary exposition of
the work of Lenin and the past
thirty years of Russia. The read
ing is slow; the writing Is a little
sluggish but one may easily say
that this is the best thirty years of
revolutionary Russia in a single
volume thus far published.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF
MONTANA
Calendar for week of October 29
to November 3, 1928.

NOTICE TO ALL MUSIC
STUDENTS
Sigma Alpha Iota, national
music sorority, wiU have an In
formal gathering at the home of
Miss Marjorie Dickinson, 201 S.
4th W., Thursday evening, No
vember l, from 8 to 10 o’clock.
A short program will be held
and DeLo8s Smith will talk. Re
freshments will be served.
The object of the gathering,
according to Mary Emily Elliott,
president of the organization, is
to get the music students togeth
er and create more interest in
the Music department

Monday, October 29
All students are asked to check
up their names and addresses as
posted on the bulletin board In
The following men have eh<
University hall for the Student at the business office. They i
Directory.
obtain same by caUing at the ci
Corbin Hall house meeting.
ier’s window.
Tuesday, October 30
George Huber
Charles Rathe
Central Board meeting, Uni James Beck
Tom Clemow
versity Hall, 5 o'clock.
Bob Ellis
John Lewis
Commerce club party for Busi Wm. Lofstrum Archie Grover
ness Administration majors, Sig Scoop Luke
George Grovel
ma Kappa house at 8:00 p. m. David Roberts Emory Bordea
Art Exhibit, room 302, Univer Paul Dickson
George Pease
sity hall. Colonel Paxson’s pic Roy Davidson
James Garling
tures. Talk by Dean Stone at Bob Davis
Jack Higham
2 o'clock.
Bob Hendon
Harp Kilroy
North Hall house meeting. Bill Cowan
Bob Parmente
Miss Anne Platt will speak.
Fred Stillings
Frank Bland
Frank
Meeker
, Derringe
Wednesday, October 31
Tanan meeting, North Hall, 5 Lawerence Swanson
RUSSELL E. SMITH, M
o’clock.
Orchestra rehearsal, Univer- I
sity auditorium, 7.30 p. m.
Students seeking employment
Alpha Kappa Psi meeting, 109 should see Dean Line of the Busi
Craig HaU, 7 :30 p. m. Mrs. L. ness Ad school.
A. Campbell will be the speaker, j The Dean says he has received
Art Exhibit, 302 University calls from several Missoula firms
Hall. Pictures by Colonel Pax- for students who wanted experience
son. Talk by Captain Trelchler as salesmen. There is an oppor
of Fort Missoula at 2:00 p. m.
tunity for several students to earn
extra money if they are interested, i
Thursday, November 1
Radio program, 8:00 p. m.
Miss Elsa Anderson, pianist;
Newman Club meeting after 9
Mrs. T. W. Heyer, soloist; Miss o’clock mass Sunday, November 4,
Gertrude Rasmussen, reader; In Parish Hall, S t Anthony’s
discussion by a well-versed Re Church.
Mary Brennan, President
publican of all candidates for
office, federal state, county, and
city.
A number of 1923 Sentinels will!
Friday, November 3
be sold for $2.00 for a limited time.
Sophomore Dance, compliment- See Robert Williams or Doug
ing the Freshman class.
Thomas.
Saturday, November 3
Be sure to correct your name and
Montana-Oregon State College
football game at Eugene.
address on printer’s copy of student
Faculty Dinner, Corbin HaU, directory in Main hall before to
7 o'clock.
night

From the time he was seventeen
years old, Lenin worked on the
problem of Russian freedom. He
made Russia his laboratory and
parts of the proletariat became his I
material He gathered his data,
collected It and published his con-|
elusions—and believed In it.
For such work, of course, he was
exiled again and again. But he
spent long periods in his laboratory.
Ills exiles were also periods of re I
search. England. Germany and
Switzerland were his workrooms.
He Is recognised as leader of the
Bolshevist group long before the
March revolution and when in
April he returned to Russia, entire!
bodies In Russia and he
took his leadership for granted.
jI
The November revolution, plac
ing him nominally at the head of
the greatest proletarian experiment |
of all time, was almost a routine.
Up until then Lenin had been
following the light of his purpose
|
steadily. From then on this was
I
to turn flame and consume him.
He worked and forced others to
wark in a tireless, grinding, inhum
!
an manner. There was work to be
done and there was no time for I
contemplation of It or of its toil.
It makes no difference whether
the reader agrees or disagree* with
the Russia of today or of yesterday
Read Kahn in advertisements.

The honor system is becoming
better and better at Princeton, says
President John Grier Hlbben.

D U DRAMA III WHITE WORLD

By Roland Holt
the waist At times he raises his
Mrs. C. H. Clapp gave an enjoy
NEW* YORK, Oct 8—1The Drama big knife, as if InToklng It. Be i,
able four o’clock tea, Friday after League of America, which has made a weird barbaric figure, with great
noon at her home on University us drama conscious, and given US' gold earrings. All of a sudden
avenne In compliment to the visit audiences attuned to the subtler Major Powell comes out on the
ing members of the Western district things, Is adding still another’to i*ts gallery from Lise’s room. The
of the Montana Home Economics as public benefactions. Through the darkies, caught In their frolic, flee
sociation, who were in the city to offering of prizes, it Is bringing
In fright though the would-be de
attend the Western section meeting forth worth while new plays and serter, as he goes, hurls defiance.
of the Montana Education Associa what is perhaps even more Import
Only Israel and Samba remain;
tion held in the city the last of the ant, getting them well produced for
The former levels his revolver at
week. The tea was attended by considerable runs. In the regular
the major, whom he accuses of tak
abont 30 guests.
theatres. Two, “Skidding” anil ing his wife. But when Sumba goes
Dainty refreshments were serv “Goin’ Home,” are now oh view
for Israel’s former master with his
ed in the dining room by Helen in New York. They are respect
knife, Israel to defend his boyhoot
Groff and Margaret Maddock. The ively in their 18th and 5th weeks.
friend, shoots his Senegalese friend
tea table with its centerpiece of Both are by new authors. “Skid dead.
mountain ash berries and ivory ding,” by Aurnnia Rouverol, is a
The last act is on a high level.
tapers was presided over by Mrs. humorous and very human picture
Someone has murdered a French
“HOW!”
Mary Brannon and Mrs. E. G. Lor- of the family of an upright Iowa
soldier, the Senegalese. The white
WHO IS HE?
ing. The pretty color scheme of judge, who has to support them on
master is ready to lay down the life
HE IS NOT THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS.
ivory and red was carried out in $5000 a year.
Israel has saved for that of his
HE IS NOT CALVIN COOLIDGE GATHERING THE
the decorations in the living room
The
more
recent
“Goin’
Home”
is
faithful black. Israel accuses him
NEW INDIAN VOTE.
as well as the dining room.
by Ransom Rideout. It has had the self, as does his worthless wife.
HE IS NOT LO THE POOR INDIAN.
Among the. Missoula women pres decided benefit of production by
This, however, sets him free of
HE IS THE WOODEN INDIAN.
ent were Mrs. R. «. Millin, Miss that Brock Pemberton, who once
obligation to her. The American
THE WOODEN INDIAN GREETS YOU.
Zavitz, Helen Gleason, Margaret
gave us Varesi and Byrne’s “Enter Negroes are heard marching to
Maddock, LeGreta Lowman, Anne
Madame,” Chiarelli’s widely-played their ship, to the accompaniment
“HOW!”
Platt, Mrs. Thomas Swearingen,
“The Mask and the Face,” and Pir of the barking of their mascot In
Mrs. E. G. Loring, Mrs. Walter
andello’s best play, “The Living stead of martial mnsic. Twice
Pope, Ruth Smith , and Myra
Mask,” which under its original more death by shooting menaces.
In the days before the harvest of the Blue Moons—when the
Pellens.
title, “Henry IV,” is one of the most Israel despairs of life for himself, a
Wooden Indian was a papoose— a tradition was handed down
popular plays in the repertory of black in a world of whites, bnt the
from father to son, and from generations to generations, that
House mothers at the various sor
once when the Warriors of the University met the Bobcats
call of home is strong. Finally
ority houses on the campus were Cleveland’s famous playhouse.
The safe and sane Roymand master and man are acquitted. The
the Bobcats won.
honor guests at an enjoyable bridge
party given by Mrs. Theodore Brant- Sovey has made the single scene of major pats Israel on the shoulder,
“Heap,” said the Indian, on sighting the first collegiate car. Thus,
ly and Mrs. F. W. Turner, social “Goin’ Home” a substantial heavily- and says, “We are going home.”
even in his nonage (or should we say papoosage) did he add a new
Shakespeare in his miscegenation
directors at North and Corbin halls, timbered room with a gallery at the
word to the English language.
in the parlors of North Hall Thurs back in a cafe in a French seaport play, “Othello,” makes his black
town.
Through
the
chink
of
a
part
man
and white woman both noble
Says Evangeline (not the Indian): “I think it is a shame to paddle day afternoon. About twenty five ly-opened window we get the merest specimens. O’Neill in “AH God’s
women of the faculty and of the
those cute frosh—even if it does make them smart.”
city were invited. Tea was served glimpse of a street with passing Chillun" and Bideont in "Goin'
colored troops, on their way home Home” are both remarkably telling.
after the game of bridge.
NOTICE
to the United States of America While ail the other Negroes are
There Is a standing reward that will be given to anyone who success
Mrs. H. B. Palmer and Dr. and Between the acts there is some re played by colored men, Israel Du
fully guesses what the Wooden Indian is smiling about. Here are a Mrs. Swain of Helena were dinner markably good music by the Right Bois is enacted with great sympathy
few suggestions:
guests of Mrs. Turner at Corbin quintet, colored, who both play and and grace by Richard Hale, even
He is not smiling because the* placement of Jumbo and Sentinel are Hall Saturday. Dr. Swain is sec sing typical Negro songs, including though his features are not Negro,
“All God’s Chillun Got Wings, and his make-np black as compared
all wrong.
retary to Chancellor Brannon.
He is not smiling because the M is out of proportion.
which suggested the title of with the browns and yellows of the
He is not smiling because his cigars won the blue ribbon a t the
O’Neill’s
play, recently revived by actual Negroes, who also do some
Miss Rosenburg, county superin
Western Montana Fair.
Cleveland’s
Little theatre group.
admirable miming. Hale has a de
tendent of Dawson county schools,
French Courtesy
lightful baritone, and his singing
was the week end guest of her sis
The
play
opens
with
white
with chorus of “Carry Me Back to
WHY IS HE SMILING? ?
ter Eleanor at North H all Miss
The reward is still standing.
Rosenburg was a dinner guest at troops, two American expedition Old Virginia” is heart-gripping.
force “M. P.s,” a French command Russell Hicks as the major Is hand
So is the Wooden Indian.
Alpha Xi Delta house Sunday.
ant and two noncoms, drinking in some and commanding. Georges
If you know, or think you know, address answers to the Kaimin, care
of the Wooden Indian, and drop them in the campus mail box, thereby
Mr. and Mrs. Goodell of White the cafe, kept by the black N’Or- Renavent is both Impressive and
saving a postage stamp and maybe winning the reward.
fish were callers at North Hall leans Israel DuBois and Lise, his likable as the French commandant.
I t would be ungracious to hold
In the event that two or more contestants guess the correct answer Sunday. Their daughter Dorothy white French wife. The command
ant decorates Israel, late of the It against Barbara Bnlgakow that
and both answers are equally well presented a suitably engraved medal is a resident of that hall
Foreign legion (into which he was she seems too fresh and decent for
lion will be given to both or more.
Members of the Kappa Kappa ^shanghaied) for his gallant feat In the rotten part she has to play, and
Gamma sorority were guests a t a saving some children. He drinks for which she has plenty of allure.
A DRILLIN’
delightful tea given by Natalie with him and completely ignores Clarence Redd’s Senegalese Is a
By Jimmie Gillan
Seheuch at her home last Wednes any color line.- The French drink commanding figure that might even
(With Appreciation to Badger Clark)
their light wine decently, and sub stand out in opera. He looks like
day afternoon.
There’s some that like the bossin’
mit patiently to the drunken a menacing coal-black heathen idol,
Always tellin’ what to do,
Sigma Kappa aannounces the Yankees’ .repeated demands as to and wonderfully differentiates him
An’ some that like the figurin’
pledging of Doris Mac Millan, Mary “Who won this war?” The com self from the American expedition
A keepin’ count for you;: in
Anderson, Marian McCloud, and mandant graciously says, “Les Am ary force Negroes. There are four
But for me it’s beam and cable,
ericaines.” One Yankee declares delightful comedians, well supplied
Inger Christopherson.
Poundin’ always in the hole,
he would not go to another damned with witty lines, John Irwin and
Down thru red and yellow beddin’,
old war, even If they gave it in Ralph Cullinan as military polled,
Members
of
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
For me that’s just the role.
Presently the and Selffert C. Pyle and F. Barclay
are honoring their house mother, Central park.”
Mrs. H. B. Palmer, a t a delightful whites depart. A colored battalion Trigg as donghboys from Harlem.
Just a drillin’ an’ a drillin’,
marches
by.
Two
of
them come in, The Few Plants in Rialto Pickings
bridge
party
at
the
chapter
house
Seems like I’m never done,
this afternoon. About twenty friends are repturonsly greeted by the
The only three plays of the new
On a rig, a towering Monarch,
of Mrs. Palmer have been invited. homesick Israel and are going lot I hare seen so far are all re
I don’t envy anyone
without paying for their drinks, markably well produced and Inter
When I’m drillin’.
Cecelia Sweitzer, Edna John when their white Major Powell estlng In themselves. After the
son, Mary CardeU, Gertrude Ar comes in and makes them pay Lise. amnsing first act, Lonsdale's “The
When the tools are peggin’ easy
mour, Elizabeth Bennett were din
She is a free-for-all, and instantly High Road” Is worthy of its name,
And my toolie’s on the bust,
ner. guests at the Kappa Alpha starts fondling the major, who she and shows ns “a great gentleman.”
An’ the bit is sharp and euttln’,
Theta
house
Sunday.
tells of her marriage to a black Sophie Treadwell miraculously
A cuttin’ rock to dost
American. Powell, from New Or makes 'a murder play, suggested by
And the poundin’ of the engine,
Vivian Kaa and Kenny Brogmeir leans, is furious, and tells her that the Snyder case, both Impressive
The regular stroke of beam,
were week end guests at the Sigma if her black husband took her to and dignified in “MachlnaL” The
Not a sweeter life than drillin’
Kappa house.
Or a finer place to dream.
New Orleans he's be burned, as old guard is dwindling rapidly,
Joan of Arc was, and she tarred leaving as the best only “The Royal
Margaret Warr, Helen Rooney, and feathered, that all the black’s Family” and “Skidding,” and for
Just a drillin’ an’ a drillin’,
Marjorie /Dickinson and Helga Me tales about his wealth and position those
A poundin’ in the dirt;
of
stronger stomachs,
Arthur were dinner guests at the were sheer moonshine. He says “Strange Interlude,” “The Bachelor
Makin’ Mother Earth aquiver,
Kappa Kappa Gamma house Sat he’ll put her man in his place and Father” (leaves the 15th), and
I couldn’t shirk
urday.
When I’m drillin’.
rid her of him. Later he starts to “Diamond LiL” The first drama
do so in a furious quarrel with calendar of the season of the New
Bertha Holland was a dinner
I don’t need no sporty outfits, *
Israel, but when Lise taunts the York Drama league describes "The
guest at Corbin Hall Monday.
Leave the store clothes for the dude;
black with her only having married Front Page” as “bawdy, humorous
All I want is just the riggin’s
Mrs. J. M. Astle of Hardin was him for his supposed money, the and exciting,” and "Gentlemen of
For a bringin’ out the crude.
the week end guest of her daughter major sees how Israel has been the Press as “very much less enter
I ain’t got no time for learning
Pauline at the Alpha Chi Omega tricked by the trull, and plans to taining.” “Ringside” is already
I can’t stand to sit and mope;
take him back to America by main knocked oat and there Is bnt one
house.
I just want a good string swingin’,
force.
round (we mean week) of “The Big
Swingin’ easy on a rope.
In act 2 the major, who has been Fight” left. Ring Lardner's “Elmer
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Ott, Buffalo,
the
Great” is doing better. Chicago
despondent
over
the
cruel
situation
N. Y., were dinner guests a t the
Just a drillin’ an’ a drilling’,
Alpha Chi Omega house Friday of Israel, has former valued body- Is now enjoying the George BiddleIn the settin’ of the sun,
servant, his gotten pretty drunk. ton and A. E. Thomas comedy abont
evening.
I don’t even want to linger
He returns to upbraid Lise. He what “The Big Pond” did to a
When I’m done
Lillian McBee, former student of starts to tell her what he thinks of romantic Frenchman. “Eva the
A drillin’.
the University, was a guest at the her, but gets no fnrther than. Fifth” seems a good chance.
Good things newly arrived are
"You’re a—” but I ’m a gentleman
Alpha Chi house Friday.
When my drillin’ time is ended
and cannot say i t ” She gets him Moliere'a “The Would-Be Gentle
An’ my last big hole is drilled,
man”
(the 8th, 11th, 16th, 20th,
James Morrow of Cascade, visit still more fuddled, and lures him
I ’ll know that I’ll be going,
ed friends on the campus over the to her room, back of the gallery. matinee), and Bernard’s “Invita
That my time here has been filled;
week end.
The dark soldiers come in, and, as tion Aux Voyage” (the 8th, lSth,
I ’ll be going on a big hole
is too much the habit these days, matinee, 18th, 20th), both In rep
That will last an’ on straight time,
Mrs. Charlesworth of Medicine nearly the whole act is given up to j ertory at Eva Le GalUenne’s Civic
Where the bits are good and easy dressed
Lake was the guest of her daughter a sort of impromptu cabaret good theater (best seats $1.50), Walter
An’, the dlggin’s in the lime.
Lucy at Corbin last week.
singing, with banjo and harmonica Hampden’s sumptuous "The Light
and buck and wing dancing. Israel of Asia," and “Faust, Part 1,"
Just a drillin’ an’ a drillin’,
Gladys Branegan of the Bozeman brings in his huge Senegalese sol opens tomorrow at the Guild the
Nothin’ Fd like near so well
home economics department was the dier, Samba Saar, who had saved ater.
As a diggin’ in the cinders
week end guest of Esther Brown at Israel’s life in action. Samba wea: s
There’s little to record In musical
That have piled up down In Hell
Corbin HalL
a Zauave uniform with flaring red shows. The best, “The Grand-street
And a drillin’.
trousers, and carries a great knife, Follies," has gone on torn. There
Gene Graham and Gene Patter with which he has killed five men.
remain among the leaders “ Show
First aid from the Medicine Man for students overcome by lectures_ son were dinner guests at the Delta
They take him into an adjoining Boat,” “The Three Musketeers," “A
Loosen clothing (count one).
Delta Delta house Wednesday night.
room. In the meantime, Israel Connecticut Yankee" (at King
Turn body face down on a barrel or grasp it by the middle and raise
talks with a mulatto who wants to Arthur’s), and Joe Cook's clowning
(count two).
Helen Hoadley who Is attending
desert because he thinks he can In “Bain or Shine.” The new “New
Large quantities of water followed by large doses of magnesia or the teachers* convention from Hel
ena, Is a guest a t the Kappa Delta have freedom to do as he pleases Moon," with Oenslager’s pictures
lime (count 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and OUT).
and
a white wife in France. Israel of shipboard and old New Orleans
house. Miss Hoadley graduated from
assures him that now the French promises well, and the moving
Montana State College In 1928.
A bricklayer of good repute
soldiers are returning in swarms, scenery of “Good Boy” Is effective.
Once made an awful break.
Helen Dahlberg *28, Is a guest at there will be no Jobs left for the
He stole some chicken feed for loot,
United States of America niggers,
the
Kappa
Delta
house.
She
Is
Suggestion has been made, and
And ate it by mistake.
teaching in Noxon. Montana this and regrets that his own marriage Is being considered by the Board of
year.
to a white makes It Impossible for Regents, that the University
And so when he went back to work
him to go home.
Minnesota establish a Scandinavian
The job was hard to tackle,
Margaret Brown and Helen Mad
Old Loyalty
museum on the campus as a reposi
For every time he laid a brick
dock were dinner guests a t South
Presently
Samba,
applauded
by
tory and center for the diseeminaHe had to stop and cackle.
haall Wednesday evening.
th e noldfepfl stanraa In o M m u l
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HOOVER IS FAVORED TWO TO ONE DISCOVERY OF SEA OTTER LED TO
IN COLLEGE PAPERS’ STRAW VOTE EXPLORING OF NORTHWEST COAST

REVO LU TIO N
Eminger and Her Gang
Invade Blue Parrot.

If you happen to be sitting in the
Closely associated with the ex brought fabulous returns in Chinese Blue Parrot tea room some even
ploration and development of the and oriental markets. Of the sea ing and the parrot utters some re
acific Northwest was the discov otter Steller, who was shipwrecked mark such as “Calientc perro y perThe two Oregon State rowing ery of the valuable fur-bearing ani with Bering in 1741, says, “the fur roci tos frios!” or “Hagame el favor
of the sea otter exceeds that of the de pasar la mantequilla 1”, you
shells were taken out of moth balls mal known as the sea otter.
In the first American college recently for use in the second seasThe first knowledge of the sea beavers, in length, beauty and in should exhibit no surprise. Be non
straw vote ever taken by College
rowing. One of these shells otter by the white man is attributed tense black color of the hair; it is chalant; light a Murad.
Humor magazine and the college as presented to the 0. S. C. rowSteller, a member of the unfortu a beautiful and pleasing animal,
For the reason is that the poor
dailies Hoover received a two to
club by the University of Cali nate Bering expedition which was merry and playful, kindly and af bird has been forced to associate
one vote.
fornia rowing team and has been shipwrecked on a barren island in fectionate in disposition. When one with a group of people who are un
At the September registration used extensively with the other the arctic regions in 1741. When sees it run the luster of its black
der the impression that Spanish is
this year there were 892,808 stud shell here for practice and class Steller and a few companions re hair is superior to that of the finest
easier to speak than English.
ents in the 1,104 American colleges, lompetition last year, the first turned to Russia a real surprise velvet.”
On Monday evening Elsie Eminger
of which 544,685 were men and season of the sport at this college. awaited them. During their exile
The sea otter is a marine animal,
and her gang of Torreadors and
348,123 girls. This army of young
the arctic clothing had become a living in the ocean and is found on Torreadorettes made their first invoters (most of whom had never
& degree in aviation is being of necessity, so to answer the purpose the shores and islands from the far
had any experience at the polls) fered at the University of Minne the .skins of an animal were used. north to the Californian coasts and asion of the tea room for their
evening’s get-together. These meet
have been termed by Democrats and sota for the first time.
Steller and his crew offered to sell is distinctly an American animal. ings will be held every evening with
Republicans as the hope of Amer
the pelts which they had brought The animal is about four feet long, the exception of Saturday and Sun
ica. The two parties should be
Presidents of the freshman and along with them to Kamchatka, heavily bodied, possessed of a dark,
day, and will probably sound like a
interested in figures obtained.
junior classes a t the U. C. L. A. Russia, to a Chinese merchant, and silky fur, and has broad webbed
Mexican ale-house immediately af
The co-operation of the college were abducted by sophomores pre were given $10,000 for the entire hind feet
ter a pre-election revolution, since
newspapers was secured, the ma ceding the annual Freshman-Sopho lot.
The otter was secured by three
it is threatened that nothing but
jority of them running ballots on more Brawl this year. The Frosh
different ways; by the erection of
Otter Trading Begins.
Spanish will be spoken at Elsie’s
their front pages. Voting boxes prexy was forcibly taken from the
The facts became public, and observation towers, from which it table..
were placed a t strategic spots on
ing room of his home while his many realizing this as an opportuni- was shot with long-range rifles, by
Miss Cecile Sughrue will assist
the campus. Returns were wired mother was washing dishes in an
to secure wealth, organized fur still hunting, and by storm hunting Miss Eminger on Monday, Tuesday,
to Chicago at the latest possible other room.
trading expeditions and companies. (the otter would seek the shores in and Friday evenings, Mr. and Mrs.
moment. Thousands of secret bal
Early ventures brought returns even rough weather). A favorite haunt Paul Bischoff will attend on Thurs
Enthusiasm over the recent vic
lots were mailed by College Humor
renter than expected, for the de of the sea otter was the island-like day evenings, and Professor B. E.
to fraternities and sororities in ev tory of Ohio Wesleyan university’s
mands of Chinese mandarins and masses of kelp or sea weed, taking Thomas will assist in the slaughter
ery college. In many schools, par football team over Michigan, to the
Russian nobleman could not be sat advantage of this fact it was a of the King's Spanish on Wednes
ticularly in the southern states, the tune of 17-7, lasted a whole week
isfied. At open market an average practice to surround such a place, days.
students did strenuous campaigning after the game.
start an otter and pursue him until
! $200 was received for a skin.
’Ti8 said that there will be at
Mention of the team or of Coach
for their favorites.
After a short period of free trad exhaustion forced him to the sur least ten members of the Foreign
Gauthier in the chapel or on the
Majority of Vote
ing the Russian government re face when he would be shot or Legion in attendance every evening,
Analysis of the vote showed that campus was followed immediately
speared.
stricted trading privileges in the
a spontaneous cheer. The entire
Herbert Hoover had the majority
For the purpose of hunting on an and that there will be between fif
aters of the Aleutian region to
teen and twenty, as a usual thing.
of student votes in thirty-eight city went mad when the news of
those who were willing to pay* one- open sea the Eskimo boat, “bid- The only explanation that we can
states and the District of Columbia. the vicory was flashed over the
tenth of the skins for custom duty. arkie”, which could carry up to 20 call plausible for this is that Mrs.
Alfred E. Smith carried ten states: wires.
ithin five years 77 companies were hunters, was employed. The “kay Mapes, worthy owner of the tea
Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina,
ak,” also an Eskimo boat, carried
licensed to catch sea otters.
Sooth Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
only two men, and like the “bid- room, desires to brush up on her
However, Russian could not ex arkie” was made of whale bone Spanish and hasn't time to take a
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
pect to have a monopoly upon the covered with oiled skins and paint listener’s course at the University.
Texas.
fur trade in the Pacific, so before ed with oil or grease.
"Vaya con Dios.' ’
Southern States
had to contend with three ri
In the southern states, Smith car
Native Hunters Impressed
vals,
England.
Spain,
and
the
Unitried every state with the exception
Native hunters were impressed North Hall Hears
States. With England claiming
of West Virginia, Kentucky, Ten
the Northwest coast region of the into hunting service by the Rus
Rides Explained
nessee, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
sians
who held their wives and
Pacific on the rights of discovery
the District of Columbia. .The vote
children aboard ships as hostages
by Sir Francis Drake in 1579, and
At a short meeting held at North
was closest in Kentucky and West
later voyages by James Cook, and With hunting commercialized great Hall Thursday night Mary Bren
Virginia, Hoover winning—curious
shipments of fUrs were sent to east
ly enough—by only three votes in Politicians for Both Par Spain basing her proprietorship ern markets. The figures for one nan, president of A. W. S., explained
upon
the explorations of Juan Perez
to the freshmen girls the rules con
both cases. Smith's majority was
year’s catch of sea otters as report
ties to Speak Over
1774, and the United States si
cerning week night dates and urged
a comfortable one in every other
lent about any legitimate rights, ed by Russian officials were: Kod them to cooperate with A. W. S. in
KUOM This Week.
state he carried, Texas and Louis
lak, 6,000 skins; Oonalaska, 3,000;
Russia
became
a
competing
propri
enforcing these regulations. Ethel
iana going over to his standards
pribylovs, 5,000, and Sitka, 15,000
etor.
Patton, chairman of Co-ed Prom,
four to one. Of all votes cast in
skins of sea otter. These figures
KUOM, University broadcasting
gave a short talk telling about the
International Rivalry.
the sixteen southern states, Smith station, will try a new experiment
do not include furs handled by free
dance.
The
competitors
of
Russia
paid
led by a majority of seven to five.
its program on Thursday, No
traders.
The heaviest vote was cast in Vir vember 1. The first part of the little attention to her proclamation
Continual pursuit. soon depleted
ginia and the lightest vote in Ar program will be musical and the and threats, and so did as they the sea otter and lowered the value
Florence Hotel
kansas.
second part will consist of political those in regard to restricted trad of the fur, due to the unscrupulous
W U Rogers
practice of taking furs in the un
Barber Shop
speeches by Republican and Demo ing privileges.
Spain
had
previous
to
1789
made
Will Rogers obtained one-half of cratic speakers.
prime seasons. By 1867 the sea
Four chairs in operation.
no
effort
to
settle
or
explore
the
one per cent of the total student
otter
practically
ceased
to
exist
in
The musical program will be giv
Ladies’ haircutting.
vote. The following was received en by Miss Elsa Anderson, pianist, Northwest coast, but in that year ojnmerce. Russia withdrew from
Phone 3511
from St. John's Collegiate, Annap and Mrs. T. W. Heyer, soloist. The she planned to make a settlement the American continent and Alaska
olis, Maryland: “Hoover 128, Smith speakers will alternate, each speak there. England also intended to
purchased by the United
120, Texas Guinan 2, Students dry ing on candidates, national, state erect a trading post in that locality States.
in the same year. Both nations had
and faculty all wet"
How well the sea otter had filled Going to serve punch at the
and local.
Rev. G. H. Mertz and family as their destination a small bay his mission can best be shown by
Letter from Smith
party?
known
as
Nootka
Sound,
located
in
reviewing the international compe
The following letter was received broadcasted the following program
the vicinity of the Vancouver Is tition caused by his discovery.
PHONE 3352
on Sunday, October 28:
from Smith:
lands. It so happened that the
“I am glad to comply with the re
. Miss Hildegarde Mertz, piano, Spanish expedition arrived there
quest of College Humor for a short
Du Bist die Ruh by Schubert- ahead of the English, so when the
Majestic Candy 8
message. It is this. Humor is the Liszt; b. The Volga Boatman, ar
The First National
latter arrived at Nootka Sound the
Beverage Co.
balance wheel which steers us in ranged by Mero.
Bank
Spaniards seized the vessel Argo
the direction of sanity. Without it
2. Miss Ethel Mertz, soprano, a. naut and in short sequence three
of
Missoula
Bowls and Glasses
man loses his sense of proportion Beautiful Isle of Somewhere by
other ships. This action almost led
Bust Front and Higgins Ave.
and that means his capacity to ap Fearis; b. Hold Thou My Hand by
Famished Free.
to war but in 1700 a settlement was
Phone 3111
praise values. With it he sees the Briggs.
reached. Neither nation attempted
other fellow’s point of view, a qual
3. Rev. Gustav Mertz, talk,
any further enterprises on the
ity especially important with public 'Good Government.”
Northwest coast.
men.
4. Mr. Edwin Mertz, piano, a.
A detriment to the Russian mon
“A sense of humor is consistent Contrasts, Sims; b. Largo, Dvorak
FAMOUS FOR
with earnestness of purpose. I t
If you want the best
For this program a loud speaker opoly were the American traders,
who
ventured along the entire
NOOK LUNCHES
conserves our vision without mak cone was used in place of a micro
125 Modern rooms
ing us visionary.
phone for broadcasting. According Northwest coast of four thousand
“I want my message to appeal to .to E. M. Little, who is in charge of miles from the Aleutian Islands to
Wedgwood Cafe
Excellent Cafe Service.
youth. That to me is a test of the station, the KUOM station is Santa Barbara. These Yankee
traders came in small fleet ships,
whether the future is with me and the only known station that uses
also whether my arteries have
A$ a result, the Sunday pro traded as they pleased and were
their way before interference ar
hardened.
gram was the best in tone quality
HOTEL
Personal
“Keep humorous and don’t be of any program ever broadcasted rived. Partially to combat these,
the
Russian-American company was
FLORENCE
from
this
station.
Mr.
Little
and
cynical. Be funny but don’t have
Christmas
Cards
that coat of varnish which some one of his assistants originated the organized in 1799, with Sitka as a
Robert B. MaeNab, Mgr.
idea and after completely testing main trading base. This company Come in and select yours now.
folks call sophistication.
had 30 fortified posts and 12 ves
“In this spirit I shall conduct my it out, used it. '
McKAY A RT CO.
A few stations have condenser sels at its disposal.
campaign.’’
Feeling secure from the Russians
microphones, but they are very ex
pensive. They are a very thin sheet and not bothered by the Spanish
TYPEW RITERS
of metal, 1/1000 of an inch away farther south (who were not ad
verse to a little exploiting of their
from the backing plates.
We rent all makes.
Future programs are as follows own) the American traders soon be
came a menace to Russian com
Special rates to University
Monday, October 29 (8 p. m.)
merce in these waters. Captain
Educational program.
Students.
Gray while on a venture in quest
Thursday, November 1 (8 p. m.)
of
sea
otter
skins,
discovered
the
Call phone 4492
Isabel Lentz, Home Economics 1. Miss Elsa Anderson—piano
a. To the Rising Sun Torjussen Columbia river and gave the Amer
teacher at Thompson Falls, was
b. Aid de Ballet ____Czerwonky icans a claim to that district.
elected chairman for the coming
Negotiations Fail.
Frank G. Swanberg
year of the Western district of the 2. Mrs. T. W. Heyer—soprano
When Russia saw her favorite
Malden, Mass.
a. Kathleen Mavoureen ..Crouch
Montana Home Economics Assoda
118 East Broadway
Larus & Bro. Co.
March 10,1928
peltries
taken
away
she
negotiated
b.
The
Kerry
D
ance___
Molloy
tlon at the meeting held last Fri
Va.
with the United States in 1809 in Richmond,
day afternoon in the Home Eco 3. Miss Gertrude RasmussenDear Sirs:
the hope of stopping what she
I have been a Master Mariner for
reading
nomics department of the State
deemed illicit trade. John Quincy many years, and as a general rule all
University.
4. Miss Anderson
seafaring men smoke a pipe. 1 have
If You Want the
Adams
replied
to
the
demands
of
a. Arabesque________ Debussy
The meeting was well attended
tried about all the different brands oi
Best in Missoula
b. Clair de L u n e _____Debussy Russia by asking the extent of Rus tobacco on the market, and in my esti
by Home Economics teachers from
sian claims, and was informed by mation, there is not one make of to
all over the western part of the 5. Mrs. -Heyer
bacco that will compare with EdgeCount
Romanzoff
that
the
Russian
3191
— Phone — 3191
a. Gypsy Love Song__ Herbert
state. Several interesting and
worth Slice for a good, cool, long smoKe.
b. Kentucky Day —T. T, Qeibei American Company claimed the Sailors would come to me and say
structive talks were given and
whole
coast
of
America
on
the
Pa
“
Capt.,
be
sure
to
put
in
a
good
sup
6. Miss Rasmussen—reading
thorough inspection was made
cific and the adjacent islands from ply of Edgeworth when you fill up tne
the new materials in the Home Ec 7. Mrs. Heyer
canteen.” That speaks for what the
a. Loch Lomond_____(Scotch) Bering’s Strait southward to and average sailor thinks of Edgeworth.
onomics laboratory.
beyond the mouth of the Columbia
I retired from the sea six years ago,
*b. Blue Bells of Scotland
river.
and the largest grocery dealers in
417 N. Higgins
8. Miss Anderson
Gladys Branegan
Boston keep me supplied with this
The
American
government
placed
a. Im prom ptu__ ____ Schubert
smoke. I take great pleasure
Here for Meeting b. Turkish March (frim Ruins no weight upon this reply and made wonderful
— Dealers in—
in boosting it to my friends.
very truly yours,
of Athens) Beethoven-Rubinstein no attempt to check her citizens
(signed) Capt. C. E. Kenney
Gladys Branegan, chairman of t
from trading.
9. Miss Rasmussen—reading
Fresh and
Home Economics department at t
10. Mrs. Heyer
A Valuable Fur-bearer.
Salt Meats
State college at Bozeman, was
a. Last N ight____ ____ Kjerulf
As has been mentioned, the in
visitor on the campus during t
b. Cradle Song Swedish Melody terest in the coastal regions of the
Fish, Poultry
Extra
High
Grade
meeting of the Western District
11. Miss Anderson
Pacific was primarily due to the
the Montana Home Economics i
and Oysters
a. Waltz op. 69 No. 2 __ Chopin presence of the valuable furbearer,
sodation held last week.
b. Polonaise op. 40 No. 1 Chopin the sea otter, the pelt of which

Two Parties Should B e
Interested in Figures
Obtained.

EXCHANGES

THURSDAY NIGHT

LENTZ ELECTED HEAD
1

Sailors Beg
Master Mariner
for Favorite
P ipe T obacco

SCHRAMM-HEBARD
MEAT CO.

E d g e w o rth

Smoking Tobacco
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LAW SCHOOL RECEIVES LAST OF A. C. All. GIH
Friday the last of the Anaconda
Copper Mining company’s $50,000
gift to Montana’s law school was
shelved in the law building, mak
ing the University law library one
of the finest in the Northwest, com
posed of volumes from the libraries
of some of Montana’s leading and
wealthiest citizens. So huge was
this library, which was purchased
by the company from W. A. Clark
III, that for several days men have
been engaged in moving it into the
law school.
• The A. C. M. gift marks a great
step in the growth of the law
school, which has steadily been
keeping pace with the rest of the
University since it was established
by legislative act Feb. 17, 1911.
Mrs. William Wirt Dixon, whose
husband, one of Montana’s leading
lawyers, had died the year before,
initially endowed the school with
$5,000, and supplemented this gift
ith the donation to the school of
the entire law library of her late
husband. This library, known as
the William Wirt Dixon Memorial,
has been the working medium of
the law school through all the years
of its development, and will remain
substantially so in the future.
In September, 1011, the law
school opened, and students sat
down on wooden benches in Main
hall for the first class, under Prof.
N. Whitlock, who is still asso
ciated with the law school. Judge
John B. Claberg was the first dean,
and while he did not reside in Mis
soula, nor have active charge, he
ns largely responsible for the pol
icy and methods of the school dur
ing the first few uncertain years
of its existence. Professor H. W.
Ballantine was in active charge of
the school as dean from 1911 to
1913.
In December, 1914, the Montana
law school was admitted to the As
sociation of American Law Schools,
Phone 2442

136 Higgins

marking another epoch in its progWhen Professor Ballantine re
signed in September, 1913, he was
succeeded by A. N. Whitlock, who
has been a member of the faculty
since the school was established.
Mr. Whitlock continued as dean
until June, 1919, when he resigned
in order to devote more time to his
practice, but he still teaches in the
school. Professor G. W. Leaphart
became dean in 1919, and continued
as dean until this year, when he
went-to Harvard on a scholarship.
Professor Waite* L. Pope is now
acting dean.

TICKETS FOR MASQUER
PRODUCTIONS ON SALE

Whether Hoover or Smith is the
better man will be settled tempor
arily at the political meeting to be
held next Thursday evening at
Main hall auditorium, when student
speakers meet to champion their
candidate for president.
The Smith men have their argu
ments well in hand, according to
Bob Williams, one of the most ard
ent followers of Smith. James
Beck also declares that the Hoover
men are ready to smite their op
ponents oratorlcally.
The meeting will be turned into
open forum after the regular
speeches, and anyone in the audi
ence who has positive Ideas on the
subject will be expected to express
them.

Season tickets for the Masquer’s
productions are still on sale at $2.
A season ticket saves $1 on the
three major productions of the year.
The first plays will be “Shall We
Join the Ladies?” by Barrie and
Wife to a Famous Man” by Martinez-Sierra. Next quarter the Mas
quer’s will give “Twelve Thousand”
by Bruno Franck and “Juno and
the Paycock” by O’Casey or “The
White-Haired Boy” by Robinson.
The joint Masquer and Moroni Olsen
season tickets have been withdrawn.

QUALITY WORK
ELY SHOE HOSPITAL
Near the Postoffice

H ERRICK ’S
Famous Ice Cream
and Sherbets

FOR RELIABLE SERVICE

Phone 2302
FLORENCE
LAUNDRY CO.

“Yes, We Make Punch”

MISSOULA LAUNDRY COMPANY
Dry Cleaners
Try us for the most satisfactory laundering and dry cleaning
service obtainable. Prompt, careful service is our watchword.
PHONE 3118

RAINBOW BARBER
SHOP
AND BEAUTY PARLOR
The Barber Shop De Luxe (or
Ladies and Gentlemen who care
W. H. Dobeloff, Prop.

THE

1 DAILY CO.
Phones 2181-2182
y 5-119 West Front Street

TH E

WESTERN MONTANA NATIONAL
Missoula, Montana
Resources Over Five Million

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in

Fresh and Salt Meats
Packers of

DA CO
Hams, Bacon U Lard
BRANCH
M ODEL M ARK ET
309 N Higgins Phone 2835

SMART COFFURES FOR
COLLEGE GIRLS
University Special
One dozen 4x6 Mohler fold
ers and one

Oil Color Portrait
Size 7x10 in folder

When the unforeseen invitation arrives— are you al
ways prepared?
The wise girl is constantly well-groomed, and this she
finds a very simple matter, as she has a permanent ap
pointment w ith us. O ur beauty treatments are distinc
tive in every way— won’t you let us serve you?
Finger Waving by Our Expert
Permanent Waver

$10.00

Barbara's Vanity Shop

The Undy, a popular student
size.

299 First National Bank Bldg.—3rd floor
PHONE 3535

$5.00 per dozen
COLVILLE
STUDIO

N O T A JAR IN TH E JOURNEY
ON TH E NEW

PHONE 2028

Olympian
Roller Bearings
TODAY ONLY, OCT 80

NORMA SHEARER
in

“The Actress”
Adapted from the story,
“Trelawney of the Wells”
By Sir Arthur Wing Pinero.

Wednesday only, Oct. 31

ARINGTON
STOCK CO.
in

“T H E GIRL FROM
CHILDS”
Vaudeville Between
Each Act.

Friction Buffers
Electrical Operation
bring this result
.Enthusiastic approval has been voiced by many
patrons. Yon will approve also once yon have
used this train.
Courteous and friendly attention to passengers
is another item of comfort. It is not written
in the contract of yonr ticket b at it is included
in the price.
Other particulars
cheerfully furnished.

THURSDAY, NOV. 1

Kiwanis Charity
Show
The Best Vaudeville Bill
in Months.

M. J. EMMERT
Agent, Missoula
Phones 4367 and 3422

THE

GRIZZLIES MAKE TWICE AS MUCH
YARDAGE AS COLLEGE BOBCATS
F«il on Three Chances
From Five-Yard

Mm u ion’s Gristly came> back to
his lair oo IJoroMaorr flaklMonday
night u> prepare t o tbsj Oregon
lilutis Ofoa*roco next M*
Tbay cam* bock not victorious Id
•eore *tsliding bat victor!*ms in evf o f or Mm valiant Bobcats
W
from k(ofiUuA Htato College. It
waa a great dofawdve game at
Making
Clark Field Saturday.
•Candy glint around the end and
b
through Mm line and wit an occanto*! pan* to nuke Mu Bobcat’s
balr bristle, the Varsity was unable
to puab tbe ball over tbe final
marker. Once on tbe 6 yard lino
and with three down* to acore In
the Collbgc defenae atlffened and
atopfiad an attempted end run five
yarda behind tbe line of scrimmtge.
The next line buck failed and a
paaa over tbe xoal line waa knocked
down by a Cat back.
The defenae of each club smoth
ered any spectacular runs, Tom
Davis, playing bis last game against
tbe traditional rival, turned In one
of his greatest games and showed
bis borne town and school football
lovers at fine a game as any Orlxxly
ever played. Ills running was con
sistent, bit punting and defensive
work superb. Captain Chinsko,
Ekegren and Morrow played spec
tacular ball for tbe U. Gardner
shorn- for tbe Bobcats.
Tbe Orlxxly line showed better
throughout the .game with Feet
Lewis, Hbotte, Murray, Bognllen
and Harmon standing oift. Captain
Fred Cbes for Stale played a won
derful game at guard.

TOP COAST RACE
Washington and U . C. L.
A. Are Eliminated
By Losses.

“What's lours, Gents T
HUerful greeting Bolivar b
ill who appear at Tbe Hell Box.

R IV A L BAND S
Join in National Anthem
Before Butte Game.
Orlxxly and Bobcat “shook lmnds"
arroM d a rk Park gridiron before
tbe big game In Butte Saturday.
Two rival bands, one In red aud
white, and tbe other In blue,
marched from two opposite stands.
Joined In the center of the field,
and proclaimed a moment of amity
by booming forth “The Star
Spangled Banner,” while overhead,
In the blue sky, floated tbe flag.
As they drew up at attention fac
ing each other, there was an ex
change of grins. Lou Howard, State
College director, stood between the
two bands which be himself bad
founded, and heartily greeted tbe
Grizxllos. Then Boy Freeburg,
Grizzly band leader, came up, and
there was handshaking, with “Hello
Boy!” and “Hello, Lon I”
Then each director faced bis
band, and “Stars and Stripes For
ever" was played. Following this,
an aerial bomb was shot off, and
the flag was unfurled above tbe
field, while both bends played “Star
Spangled Banner,"
Then they
played “Montana,” symbolizing the
common cause of the two Institu
tions, after which tbe two bands
turned and marched back to their
respective stands.
The trip of the Grizzly bend to
Butte was well organized. Practic
ally all of the members went to
Butte Saturday morning on the
Northern Pacific special, but some
of them left on Friday night, and
met tbe band at tbe depot In Butte
when tbe train polled In at 11:15.
A street ear, which was waiting
at Arizona street, took tbe band to
Park street, where the University
rally started. Students, led by the
baud, paraded for a few blocks
down Park, turned up Into Broad
way, aud disbanded In front of the
Leggat hotel. Band members went
to the Lockwood cafe for lunch,
where Ray Bowden, University pub
licity man, bad made reeervatloh
fog them.

Mi

W . L. Young Speaks
To Fellowship Club

UTEST FASHION MOTES FHOH MANHATTAN
“Far
be
fore,” says Lois Long, writing in
tbe November College Humor. “Be
sides all tbe old familiar broadtails
and karaculs and nutrias and other
standbys In tbe far line, lots and
lots of Persian brimmer, de luxe
pony, and tbe fur known as lapin,
win be seen In Informal coats.
“Collirx are very Interesting this
year, being designed to look well
whether open or closed. In tbe old
days, tbe for coat that was worn
open had a way of dragging wearily
off tbe shoulders that was terribly
unbecoming. Now they are cut
with narrowiab lapel effects In tbe
front so that they fit the shoulders
regardless, and have way of flarlag high and wide and handsome at
tbe back of the neck. Medici fash
ion.
“On sport coats there are lots of
scarfs, many of them designed to
be worn Uke riding stocks, and
made either of the soft kasha or
wool composing tbe lining or of a
contrasting fnr. Belts appear on
sports coats, as might be expected.
“The new hats are also to be seen
dashing up and down our rough
riding streets, the most amusing
thing about them being the con
centration a t the back of the neck.
With those flaring collars just re
ferred to, It all seems a great
waste, but fashion is fashion. These
arrangements descending low down
even go so far as to have ruffles at
the nape of the neck; and orna
ments just over the place where
you used to have that snappy V on
your bob. And with all this mater
ial placed In the rear, It la only
natural that lots of them should
expose large portions of the fore
head, which Is grand for the calm
Madonna type of face with regular
features and a perfect Jaw line, but
rit

Carl Click Is Author of
Outstanding Mystery
Play.

not so good for more aggressive
types. These can console them- j
selves for wearing other types of
hats with the Idea that their faces
have character.
“You can have skirts almost any
way you like as long as they are
longlslL Stiff velvet is putting In
an early fall appearance, both for
evening wraps that flare and per
form In general like the taffetas of
summer, and for evening gowns.
This Is a relief from transparent
velvet
“I t looks as if people were going
to take up Paris* bluish grays,
ranging all the way from slate col
ors to steel for the daytime, and
also, If you are vivid enough, for
evening. Dark bottle green shoes
for daytime are beginning to ap
pear in almost as great numbers as
the navy bine that made our sum
mer, the reason being the number
of dark green dresses seen on the
gals these days. Green is not con
sidered nnlUcky here as it Is in
France. . . . In the evening lots
of bare legs.”

VT. h. Yoons, director of tbe de
partment of religion, spoke a boot
hi. recent trip to Europe at a meet
ing of tbe Student Fellowship club
Thursday evening a t the home of

Fine Catch Hooked

Artie Dawes on South Fifth street j All lames of the Whitman ColOther numbers on the program In I lege dally, “The Pioneer,” from
cluded a talk by Jesse Bunch, stud 1 1886 to 1900 hare been bound and
ent pastor, and piano solos by Mrs. I are now on file In the college 11jesae Bunch. A social hour fol 1brary. Tbe binding waa done dur
ing the summer and It la planned to
lowed the program.
bare a t least two additional vol
umes of subsequent Issues bound
Read K.hwln advertisements.
every year.

N ota cough in a

HIGH SCHOOL
CANDY SHOP

More and Better
for
LESS

Patrootle Kslmh. advert berx.

saysN o r m a T a lm a d g e a ft e r t h e B lin d f o ld T e s t
“ W hen you see m y new U nited A rtists’
picture, ‘T h e W om an D isputed,’ you
will notice that I sm oke cigarettes in
several scenes.
“ N ot w anting to show partiality o any
one of the four leading brands, I - ded
to m ake my choice via the blindfo est,
w hich I h ad h e a rd o f m an y tim es.
H appily, I picked O ld G olds.
“ I found them smooth, mild and delight
fully cool . . . H ereafter, w hen I am
required to sm oke I shall naturally in
sist on O ld G olds. There’s not a cough

in a film-full"

Thomas Gets 5J4 Pound
Fish From Ronan.
Professor Severy and his family
accompanied by Professors Thomas
and Coleman and Bev. Jesse Bunch,
went to Lake Bonan over the week
end on a combined motoring and
fishing trip.
“All members of the party made
record catches, and had no trouble
in bringing home the limit,” said
Professor Severy. Professor Severy
reports good fishing in the early
morning and late evening.
Probably the finest catch was
made by Professor Thomas, who,
according to Professor Severy,
caught as fine a mess of fish as has
ever been seen.
Professor Thomas’ record fish
nicked the Burbanks at five and
three fourths pounds. This was the
largest fish of the catch. Professor
Severy hooked a four and three
fourths pounder, while Bev. Bunch
came in with a four and a half
pounder to his credit.

■
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*
T hb Incomparable .. . N orma ooe to the beet loved eetreeeee lathe
history of the screen. . . famooa for her rSles in “Camille'* aad “KtkL”

Norma T almadgb

M ade from the heart-leaves of
the tobacco plant . . . that’s the reason for
their honey-like sm oothness. . . and that’s why
you can pick them w ith your eyes dosed.
sreen atar . . . smoking

© P. Lorillard Co., Bet. 1760

Saturday'* C o a s t conference
Old G olds in «•<*$
United Aitiata* eternal
vehicle, “The Woman
games crushed the. hopes of two
more teams that still had chances
Cdrl Glick, formerly drathatic In
to redeem themselves and remain In
structor at the University and who
S M O O T H E R A N D B E T T E R —“ N O T A C O U G H I N A C A R L O A D ’*
the running. Washington's and the
organized the Little Theatre move
University of OallfOfnla's at Los An
ment on the comphs, is the author
geles defeats this week put them
of a play that Is attracting much
definitely out of the race, each
Have You Tried Our
attention as one of the outstanding Senior Women Are Invited to Hear
team having lost two conference
Field Secretary.
plays of the current London season.
tilts*
Famous
The play, “The Devil’s Host,” Is
Washington's chances were shat
The Grlzzly-Bobcdt game, now history, was very similar to the exhibi
Miss Emma Gunther of New
a mystery play in three acts. The
tered when Oregon State repeated
HAMBURGERS?
plot which deals with a dinner at York, national field secretary of the tion put on last year by the two teams in that every inch of ground
Oregon University’s performance of
the home of a man who terms him “Million Dollar Fellowship Fund,” gained Was fought for add earned but the break did not come in tbe
HOM E MADE PIES?
COFFEE?
a week ago and deciiltely trounced
self the Devil presents many unus will be the honor guest at a dinner 1928 affhlr as the year before.
the Seattle otitflt 29*i). The Orange
HONG CHUNG
to be given by the Missoula branch
ual situations.
men had an oa4y time Id giving the
There can be no doubt as to which team Is the more powerful as the
Carl Glick took charge of dram of the American Association of Uni
TH E SANDWICH SHOP
Huskies tSSIr second whitewashing
Sends atics here in '25. Mr. Glick, who versity Women, at Corbin Hall, University gained nearly twice as much distance and completed 12 first
of the season, Oregon University Chinese Cook
Opposite High School
towns to 6 for the State College. The punch just didn’t click a t the right
had organized three little theatres Thursday, November 1.
having beaten them 27-0. /
Invitation.
Following tbe dinner Miss Gun time is the only answer'
before he directed here, suggested
Idaho Vandals partially redeemed
such an organization. The Masqu ther will explain the plans which
themselves for the 47-0 drubbing
EUGENE, Ore.— (IP) — FOR ers were in debt about $800 a t that have been, inaugurated to build this
that they suffered from Stanford
Many wondered as to the wisdom of Captain Chinske’s strategy in
house,
fair time. Mr. Glick reduced it by half fund to be used for international calling an end rob when the Grizzlies were On the five yard line on the
last week and handed the Univer SALIC—Fraternity
CHRISTMAS CARDS
sity at California at Los Angeles shape. All are moving to China. with his first production, “Captain research.
Second down. The Bobcats were all primed for a line-buck and Morrow
Applejack,” which was staged at
their second defeat of the season. Apply Alpha Tan Omega.
The dinner will take the place of had been reeling off consistent gains but something happened someplace
Place
your
order for personal Christmas cards now.
If Alpha Tan Omega, University homecoming that year. The debt the monthly luncheon and meeting and he was thrown for a loss.
The Vandals won easily by a score
Three new lilies of cafds to choose from.
of 20-S, eliminating the Los Angeles of Oregon chapter, accepted an in- was wiped out a t the end of the of the AAUW.
vltatlou offered them by a former winter quarter and the question of
team.
Usually from ten to twelve Sen
The crowd attending the game again established a state record, sur
— W A N TED —
The University of California suf Chinese cook, now In the Orient/ the Little Theatre was formally ior girls from the State University passing the old attendance mark for a football game by 400 people.
fered Its first defeat of the season, they could ran the above classified presented to the President. When are the guests of the association
University
girl to solicit card orders.
losing to the powerful San Fran ad in the university paper.
his consent was obtained a com at these meetings.
The state high school tangle is slowly straightening itself out until
Several years age Hong Chung mittee was appointed to investigate
cisco Olympic Club 12-0. Coach
now Butte Central, Butte High, Grea Falls and Custer High of Miles
TH
E
OFFICE
SUPPLY COMPANY
Price, however, used his second cooked for the boys. He cooked the campus to find the best location
City appear to be the outstanding teams. Butte Central with its great
“The downtown student store”
string players, saving his regulars Chinese meals twice a week. On for the theatre. The South Wing
captain, Hanley, trodding rough-shod over all opposition is favored to
those days the campus declared an of Simpkins hall was suggested.
for coming conference struggles.
cop the bunting. The two Butte teams meet next Saturday in the
Stanford aud U. S. C., who are unofficial holiday and swarmed to Simpkins hall was built during the
feature game of the State.
scheduled to tangle next Saturday the A. T. O. house for dinner, oft- war as a S. A. T. Q. barracks.
In a contest which will eliminate times crowding the worthy brothers
The dramatic columns of The
California’s loss to the Olympic club was not totally unexpected.
House Managers
one or the other, played lesser off the table.
Stage, a London review, has the
“Cowboy” Kntsch, “Devil-May” Kaer, “Brick** Marcus, and Pat Wilson
Chung went home to his mother following to say about the produc
teams this week. The Cardinal sec
are the big noises in the Olympic lineup. All these men are players of
“Paxson,
the
Man
and
His
country
some
years
ago
and
estab
ond stringers romped over Fresno
It will be to your advantage to see our new
tion : “ The Devil's Host’ makes a
all-star caliber.
State 40*0, while the Trojans da lished a tailor shop In Hong Kong. good play from the point of view Times,” is the subject of Dean A.
Fabrikoid Fabrics. A newly patented ma
footed Occidental 19-0, after being I He still remembered the fratern that it keeps one wondering. One Li Stone’s lecture on the Paxson ex
Tom Davis played as beautiful a game as any football player could
ity boys and the other day he wrote might go further, and say that its hibit of paintings which will be
held scoreless lu the first half.
terial— excellent for table coverings, etc.
A number of other coast teams them a letter inviting a wholesale treatment of a crook or mystery heard this afternoon at 2:00 o’clock be asked to play. His punts were generally long though even thongh
he
was being rushed, he was the biggest yard gainer for the Grizzlies
In
the
studio
of
the
University
Art
I
visit
to
China.
also had non-conference struggles.
story from a comparatively fresh
and he certainly did smack what few Bobcat backs that came his way.
Here is the letter, written in a and novel angle ensures excellent rooms in Main HalL
Oregon University smothered Mon
On Wednesday afternoon at 2:00
mouth Normal 28-0, tV. S, C. was readable English hand:
entertainment which will not be
There was no glaring weak spot in the Grizzly machine as was evi
o’clock Captain Treichler of Fort
the high scorer of the day, beating A. T. O.
marred for the average playgoer by
Missoula, the well known artist, will denced by the fact that Major Milburn did not substitute until well in
Una and Montana State battled to | Eugene, Oreg.
Phone 5390
228 N. Higgins
any critical considerations of con
also talk on the pictures of Colonel the second half. The only men he sent into the game to relieve starters
the College of Idaho 51-0, and Mon- I Dear S ir: I have the pleasure of struction.”
were Spencer, Carpenter and Tiernan.
Paxson.
a scoreless tie.
forwarding you these few lines
The Sunday News, London, says
Through the courtesy of Mrs.
Conference standings:
I asking yon to keep your health in in regard to the play: “One of the
After seeing Ott Gardner perform for the Bobcats there is little won
Team
Edward Donlan, two more Paxson
I good order and condition . . .
reasons for going to see The Devil’s
Team
w. L.
P t t I you have any holiday, please come Host’ Is that the play itself, by Carl paintings have been added to the der they were sending out so-called “bear” stories while be was on the
Stanford
__ 8 0
1,000 I to Hong Kong and see me, accord- Glick, was a praiseworthy attempt collection which is on show In the shelf. His punting was far above par and he was forever threatening
Southern Calif. __ 1 0
1.000 I Ing to attached label and undoubt- to write something out of the ordin studio of the University Art depart the Grizzlies with his slippery running or bullet-like passes to some
California _____
0
1.000 I edly yon will meet me by the time ary. It has many quite genuine m ent The Paxson exhibit will be team-mate.
1
With. B u ts.......
II may Accompany with you to Can thrills and an efficient denoue up until November 6.
Oregon
I,___ | 1
Football interest at Montana now centers largely around the Home
ton to see our Chinese ancient five ment.”
Idaho
coming game with Idaho on the 17th of this month. Idaho hasn't been
__ 1 1
story pagodas, etc., etc., of which
Plans
Discussed
for
The
Daily
Mirror’s
dramatic
Oregon S ta te ...... __ 1
prospering too well with all its giants but seems to now be slowly find
I to your entire interest.
critic in speaking of Click’s play:
Homecoming Dance ing iself. If that enormous power can ever be harnessed almost any
Washington ,, __ I
0 .833
As I have established a tailor “ The Devil’s Host’ has certainly
of
Montana
thing could happen. The Grizzlies will have two weeks after the O. S. O. V ^ r d i c
__ 0
0 .000 shop in Mongkok, my business
0, C. 1a a . ____ —j S 2 is .ooo seemed all right . . . Hoping the merit of novelty, and Is a hun
Plana for the Homecoming dance game to prepare for the Vandal invasion.
dred per cent entertainment from to the men’s gym Nov. 16 were dis
I that you will come to see me with lstart to finish.”
GUUNON KNTKRTAINS
cussed at a meeting of the Grizzly
out fail.
Baseball Is giving Its last kick before succumbing for tbe season.
Hearty enough to nourish an athlete,yet
HOME EC T E A C H E R S
Hong Chung.
so easily digested that sedentary workers
Stu its are not allowed to take band committee to charge of the Micky Cochrane baa been awarded tbe most-valuable player medal and
and invalids thrive on them, this tender
I P. S. I think you are getting all their autos Into the University of mixer. The meeting was held to $1,000.00 as a token of appreciation. No doubt Micky didn't complain I
^ t h e Home Be- I right and soon to be a millionaire.
the band room, In Simpkins hall, at about having to take care of tbe one grand. This boy has been to nearly
haddock increases health and strength.
Texas campus.
hnosaka departs
five o’clock yesterday, when the every game behind tbe bath for tbe Athletics and was instrumental to
Nature’s food from Old Ocean abounds in
The A. T. 0,*s have not decided
B. B. Neons, gate keeper of the
Uttivewlty, had iis her dinner guests
the elements jour body needs—phosphorous,
band
returned
on
a
special
street
helping carry his team to a place near tbe top of tbe league. He la a
I to emigrate as yet. hut -they are south gate, says that for four years
at the Green Lintern last Friday
calcium, iodine, proteins, vita mines. Ap
car after playing for the livestock great receiver and a powerful bitter.
interested
In
the
post
script
from
the students have not invented a show at the ball park, near the
•renin*. Mire Gladys Branegan.
proved by “Good Housekeeping.'
their old cook.
new excuse for taking their care Northern Pacific depot
thairaun of tb ft Home Economic*
Bat Nordic Filk often!
8,000 people from Los Angeles Journeyed to Berkeley to witness the
Into the grounds. He says that
Sum linen i t t k* State Ootteee at
At Your Favorite Dealer
U. S. C.-California struggle. Of these, 3,300 were students of the south
Harriet Hamilton. 65 years old sickness and Injuries heed the list
Bwmaa. aad Miss Anna Platt, as.
Bla
ties
must
be
worn
by
Missoula Creamery Inc.
ern
California
institution.
These
fans
need
about
every
known
o
w
n
.
rectata jrnfimo r of Home Ecva •®d a great-grandmother, entered | of excuses, while urgent calls to see
Wholesale Distributors
si at the Brown University of getting there, with tbe exception of horses. Special trains, auto•et second year at the University I ike President, or one of the deans,
I Instead of the usual regalia of I mobiles of all descriptions, steamships and even aeroplanes were em
f Arkansas.
I are next In line.
I green cape and ribbons.
ployed as modes of transportation.
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